Rare Λ b → Λl + l − and Λ b → Λγ decays are investigated in the relativistic quark model based on the quark-diquark picture of baryons. The decay form factors are calculated with the account of all relativistic effects including relativistic transformations of baryon wave functions from rest to moving reference frame and the contribution of the intermediate negative energy states. The momentum transfer squared dependence of the form factors is explicitly determined in the whole accessible kinematical range. The calculated decay branching fractions, various forward-backward asymmetries for the rare decay Λ b → Λµ + µ − are found to be consistent with recent detailed measurements by the LHCb Collaboration. Predictions for the Λ b → Λτ + τ − decay observables are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard model the exclusive rare weak decays of hadrons, governed by the b → s quark transitions, proceed through the flavour changing neutral currents. Therefore they provide a sensitive test of different new physics extensions (see e.g. Ref. [1] and references therein). Such transitions were studied in detail both theoretically and experimentally in the B and B s meson decays. Differential decay rates and angular distributions, various asymmetry parameters were measured with rather high accuracy [2] . However, several tensions between experimental data and the standard model predictions have been found [1] [2] [3] . It was argued [3] that these differences could be explained by contributions from physics beyond the standard model, or by unexpectedly large hadronic effects that are not properly accounted for in the predictions. Therefore it is important to refine theoretical description of the rare b → s transitions and search for similar effects in other rare decays.
The rare semileptonic Λ b → Λl + l − and radiative Λ b → Λγ decays provide a valuable testing ground. Indeed, the first observation of the baryonic flavour changing neutral current decay Λ b → Λµ + µ − was reported in 2011 by the CDF Collaboration [4] . It was followed by more comprehensive and precise data from the LHCb Collaboration [5, 6] , which not only measured the differential branching fraction but also performed the detailed angular analysis of the Λ b → Λµ + µ − decay. Theoretical description of such decays is based on the effective Hamiltonian in which intermediate gauge bosons are integrated out. The short and long distance contributions are separated by application of the operator product expansion. The short distance effects are described by the Wilson coefficients, while the calculation of the long distance part involves consideration of the hadronic matrix elements of the corresponding weak currents between baryon states, which are usually parametrized by the set of invariant form factors. The kinematically accessible momentum transfer squared q 2 range in such decays is rather broad. However, most of the theoretical approaches available in the literature provide determination of the decay form factors only in one particular kinematical point or in the limited range. Thus light-cone QCD sum rules determine form factors at large recoil of the final hadron (near q 2 = 0) while the lattice QCD calculations are reliable in the small recoil region (near q 2 = q 2 max ). Then extrapolation of the theoretical predictions to the whole kinematical range is needed which introduces additional theoretical uncertainties. Therefore, reliable determination of the q 2 dependence of the hadronic form factors in the whole kinematical range without extrapolations or model assumptions is important for increasing the reliability of theoretical predictions.
In this paper we apply the relativistic quark model [7] based on the quasipotential approach with the QCD-motivated interquark interaction to the calculation of the matrix elements of the flavour changing neutral current between baryon states. In our model baryons are considered to be the relativistic quark-diquark bound systems. Their wave functions are known from the baryon mass spectra calculations [8] . Let us note that at present the convincing evidence of the existence of diquark correlations in hadrons has been collected. Information comes from different sectors of hadron physics. Thus, in the light meson sector it has been argued for a long time [9] that mesons forming the inverted lightest scalar nonet can be well described as tetraquarks treated as diquark-antidiquark bound states [10] . In the heavy meson sector several charged charmonium-and bottomonium-like states were discovered [11] . They should be inevitably multiquark, at least four quark -tetraquark, states. One of the most successful pictures of such tetraquark states is the diquark-antidiquark model [11, 12] . In the baryon sector it is well known that the number of observed excited states both in the light and heavy sectors is considerably lower than the number of excited states predicted in the three-quark approach. The introduction of diquarks significantly reduces this number, since in such a picture some of degrees of freedom are frozen and thus the number of possible excitations is substantially smaller. The calculations of the heavy and strange baryon spectra [8] show that all available experimental data can be well described in the framework of the relativistic quark-diquark picture of baryons. The lattice QCD calculations indicate existence of the diquark correlations in baryons [13] . Very recently the Belle Collaboration [14] published data on the production cross sections of charmed baryons in e + e − annihilation. The observed a factor of three excess of the production cross section of Λ c states over Σ c states provides a strong support for a diquark structure in the ground state and low-lying excited Λ c baryons.
Calculating the weak current matrix elements between baryon states we systematically take into account all relativistic corrections including contributions of the intermediate negative energy states and relativistic transformations of baryon wave functions from rest to the moving reference frame using the methods previously developed for the description of the semileptonic baryon decays [16] . Such an approach allows us to obtain explicitly the q 2 dependence of the form factors in the whole kinematical range. For our calculation we use the same effective Hamiltonian and Wilson coefficients as in our previous consideration of the rare B and B s meson decays [17] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly describe our relativistic quarkdiquark model of baryons, present the relevant quasipotential equation and give expressions for the weak current matrix element. The rare b → s transition form factors are calculated in Sec. III. They are expressed through the overlap integrals of the baryon wave functions. The analytic expressions for the form factors, which accurately reproduce numerical results in the whole accessible kinematical q 2 range, are presented. Comparison with the previous calculations for the form factor values at q 2 = 0 and q 2 = q 2 max is given. Rare semileptonic Λ b → Λl + l − decays are considered in Sec. IV. Differential branching fractions and other angular observables are calculated and compared with available experimental data and lattice calculations. The estimates for the rare radiative Λ b → Λγ decay are presented in Sec. V. Our conclusions are given in Sec. VI, while the Appendix contains explicit expressions for the rare decay form factors.
II. RELATIVISTIC QUARK-DIQUARK MODEL
For the calculation of the rare Λ b baryon decays we use the same relativistic quark-diquark model which was previously employed for the calculation of the baryon masses [8] and weak semileptonic decays [16] . The initial Λ b and final Λ baryons are considered as the bound states of the heavy Q (b or s) quark and light scalar [u, d] diquark. They are described by the wave function Ψ Λ Q , which satisfy the relativistic quasipotential equation of the Schrödinger type [8] 
where the relativistic reduced mass and and the center-of-mass system relative momentum squared on the mass shell are given by
Here M Λ Q , m Q and m d are the Λ Q baryon mass, Q quark mass and diquark d mass, respectively. The quark-diquark interaction quasipotential V (p, q; M) (see explicit expressions in Ref. [8] ) is the relativistic generalization of the Cornell potential
where the first term is the smeared Coulomb potential withα s (r) ≡ α s F (r) and the form factor F (r) takes the diquark internal structure into account [8] . The confining quark interaction was taken to be the mixture of the Lorentz-vector and scalar linearly growing with r potentials
with the mixing coefficient ε, which was set to ε = −1 from the consideration of meson properties [7] . The vertex of the long-range vector quark interaction contains not only the Dirac part but an additional Pauli term, thus introducing the long-range anomalous chromomagnetic quark moment κ. Its value was set to κ = −1 in our previous consideration of meson properties [7] . Such choice provides the vanishing of the long-range chromomagnetic contribution to the potential, which is proportional to (1+κ). The constituent quark masses [8] .
Lowest order vertex function Γ (1) contributing to the current matrix element. The matrix element of the weak current J W , governing the rare b → sl + l − transition, between baryon states in the considered approach is given by [15, 16] 
where Γ µ (p, q) is the two-particle vertex function. It receives relativistic contributions both from the impulse approximation diagram in Fig. 1 
Γ
(1)
and from the diagrams with the intermediate negative-energy states in Fig. 2 which are the consequence of the projection onto the positive-energy states in the quasipotential approach
Here
.
is the baryon wave function projected onto the positive-energy states of quarks and boosted to the moving reference frame with momentum P [15, 16] 
where Ψ Λ 0 is the baryon wave function in the rest frame, R W is the Wigner rotation, L P is the Lorentz boost from the baryon rest frame to a moving one with momentum P, and D 1/2 q (R W ) is the rotation matrix of the quark spin [16] , while the rotation matrix for the scalar diquark spin D d (R W ) = 1.
III. FORM FACTORS OF THE RARE Λ b BARYON DECAYS
The matrix element of the flavour changing neutral current for the rare Λ b → Λl + l − baryon decay can be parametrized by the following set of invariant form factors
where
are Dirac spinors of the initial and final baryon; q = p ′ − p. The other popular parameterization is the helicity-based definition of the form factors from Ref. [18] 
To find the weak decay form factors we need to calculate the matrix element of the weak current between baryon wave functions known from the mass spectra calculations. The expressions for the decay form factors f V,A i (i = 1, 2, 3) parameterizing matrix elements of the vector and axial vector weak currents between baryon states were obtained in our previous paper [16] . They are given in the Appendix of Ref. [16] . For the calculation of the rare baryon decays we need to extend our analysis and get expressions for the rest of form factors f T V,T A i parameterizing matrix elements of the tensor and pseudo tensor currents. To achieve this goal we follow the approach developed in Ref. [16] . Namely we use the δ-function in the expression for the lowest-order vertex function Γ (1) arising in the impulse approximation (see Fig. 1 ) to express the current matrix element (4) as the usual overlap integral of baryon wave functions. Thus, this contribution can be calculated exactly in the whole kinematical range. On the other hand, the consideration of the vertex function Γ (2) (see Fig. 2 ) is more complicated, since this function takes into account contributions coming from the negative-energy parts of the quark propagators and thus explicitly depends on the quark-diquark potential, in particular, on the Lorentz-structure of the confining interaction. Taking into account that the recoil momentum of the final Λ baryon |∆|, in the initial Λ b baryon rest frame, is significantly larger than the relative quark momentum in the baryon almost in the whole accessible kinematical range, 1 we neglect small relative momentum |p| 1 The square of the momentum transfer squared to the lepton pair q 2 varies from 0 to q with respect to the recoil momentum |∆| in the energies of quarks composing the energetic final Λ baryon and replace
As a result we can use the quasipotential equation to take one of the integrations in the current matrix element (4) and again get the expression for the current matrix element as the usual overlap integral of baryon wave functions. It is important to point out that such an approach allows us to consistently take into account all relativistic corrections including boosts of the baryon wave functions from the rest frame to the moving one (7) and contributions of the intermediate negative-energy states. The obtained expressions for the form factors are presented in the Appendix (to simplify these expressions, as previously, we explicitly set the long-range anomalous chromomagnetic quark moment κ = −1).
Substituting the baryon wave functions, found into the calculation of their mass spectra, in the expressions for the decay form factors we calculate their values and explicitly determine their dependence on the momentum transfer squared q 2 in the whole kinematical range. We find that the weak decay form factors can be approximated with a high accuracy by the expressions:
where the variable
Following Ref. [19] we take
The fitted values of the parameters a 0 , a 1 , a 2 as well as the values of form factors at maximum q 2 = 0 and zero recoil q 2 = q 2 max are given in Table I . The difference of the fitted form factors from the calculated ones does not exceed 0.5%. Our model form factors are plotted in Fig. 3 .
In Tables II, III we compare the calculated values of the form factors with predictions of other approaches [19] [20] [21] [22] . The covariant constituent quark model was employed in Ref. [20] , while form factors in Ref. [21] were calculated in the framework of the light-cone QCD sum rules. The helicity form factors (9) were calculated using lattice QCD with relativistic b quarks in Ref. [19] . QCD light-cone sum rules with the account of next-to-leading perturbative corrections were used in Ref. [22] . Reasonable agreement between substantially different the Λ b decays to Λ. approaches is observed. Note that most of the previous theoretical methods determine the decay form factors in the limited range of the momentum transfer squared q 2 . Thus lightcone QCD sum rules provide form factors near the maximum recoil point q 2 = 0, while lattice calculations are performed for small values of the recoil momentum near the point q 2 = q 2 max . Therefore, in such approaches, the extrapolation of form factors to the whole kinematical range is required using some phenomenological model prescriptions. The important advantage of our model is the possibility to explicitly determine the q 2 dependence of the decay form factors in the whole kinematical range, which is rather broad, without extrapolations and/or additional model assumptions. In Fig. 4 we plot the helicity form factors calculated in our model. Now we can use the obtained form factors for the calculation of the rare semileptonic Λ b → Λl + l − and rare radiative Λ b → Λγ decay observables.
IV. RARE SEMILEPTONIC Λ b BARYON DECAYS
The effective Hamiltonian for the rare b → s transitions is given by [23] 
where G F is the Fermi constant, V tj are Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements, c i are the Wilson coefficients and O i are the standard model operators. Then the matrix element of the b → sl + l − transition amplitude between baryon states is given by
T (m) (m = 1, 2) are expressed through the form factors and the Wilson coefficients. These amplitudes can be written in the helicity basis ε µ (λ) as follows
where λ Λ is the helicity of the final Λ baryon and λ = 0, ±1, t correspond to longitudinal, transverse and time-like helicities, respectively. The helicity amplitudes for weak baryon transitions induced by vector (V ) and axial vector (A) currents are expressed in terms of the decay form factors [20] in the following way
where the upper(lower) sign corresponds to V m(Am) and the corresponding combinations of form factors are
and
The amplitudes for negative values of the helicities can be obtained using the relation
The total helicity amplitude for the V − A current is then given by 
The perturbative part is equal to
The long-distance (nonperturbative) contributions are assumed to originate from the cc resonances (J/ψ, ψ ′ . . .) and have a usual Breit-Wigner structure:
We include contributions of the vector V i (1 −− ) charmonium states: J/ψ, ψ(2S), ψ(3770), ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415), with their masses (M V i ), leptonic [Γ(V i → l + l − )] and total (Γ V i ) decay widths taken from PDG [25] .
The differential decay rate for the rare semileptonic Λ b baryon decay to the Λ baryon reads [20] 
where G F is the Fermi constant, V qQ is the CKM matrix element,
and m l is the lepton mass.
The lepton angle differential decay distribution is given by
where θ is the angle between the Λ b baryon and the positively charged lepton in the dilepton rest frame. The lepton forward-backward asymmetry is defined by [20] 
The fraction of longitudinally polarized dileptons is expressed by
The hadron angle differential distribution of the decay where θ h is the angle between the proton and the Λ baryon in the Λ b rest frame. The hadron forward-backward asymmetry has the form [20]
(29) The other useful observable is the combined hadron-lepton forward-backward asymmetry A hℓ F B . It is proportional to the coefficient in front of the term cos θ cos θ h in the threefold joint angular decay distribution for the decay of the unpolarized Λ b [20] . This asymmetry is expressed by
where the value of the Λ → pπ − decay asymmetry α Λ is known from experiment [25] :
The average values of these quantities A (23)- (30) we calculate the rare Λ b decay branching fractions and asymmetry parameters. We roughly estimate theoretical uncertainties of our results, originating from the calculation of the decay form factors, to be about 10% (see discussion in Ref. [16] .)
In Figs. 5-9 we plot our predictions for the differential branching ratios dBr/dq 2 , lepton A [4, 6] . By solid (dashed) lines we plot theoretical results obtained without (with) inclusion of the long-distance contributions to the Wilson coefficients coming from the charmonium resonances. Experimental data for the Λ b → Λµ + µ − decay from the LHCb [6] and CDF [4] Collaborations are plotted by dots with solid and dashed error bars, respectively.
In Table IV we compare different theoretical predictions [20, 21, [26] [27] [28] [29] for the total branching fractions of rare semileptonic Λ b decays with available experimental data [25] . The presented values include results of the relativistic and nonrelativistic quark model calculations [20, 27, 28] as well as evaluations based on various versions of the light-cone QCD sum rules [21, 26, 29] . At present, experimental data are available for Λ b → Λµ + µ − decay only. The values obtained in our model and Refs. [20, 27, 28] agree well with data, while other results are significantly larger. From Table IV we also see that predictions for the rare Λ b → Λτ + τ − decay vary significantly. Our results are close to those from quark models Refs. [20, 28] . On the other hand, the light-cone QCD sum rules [21, 26] predict significantly larger values while the quark model [27] gives a significantly lower value. Thus experimental measurement of the rare Λ b → Λτ + τ − decay branching fraction can help to discriminate between theoretical approaches.
The predicted values of the averaged asymmetries and polarization fractions of the rare semileptonic Λ b decays are given in Table V Table VI contains a comparison of theoretical predictions for the rare Λ b → Λµ + µ − decay observables with the LHCb experimental data [6] in the low recoil range 15 GeV 2 ≤ q 2 ≤ 20.28 GeV 2 . In this range the lattice results [19] are the most reliable. The same interval of q 2 was chosen in Ref. [30] in order to minimize the uncertainties from quark-hadron duality violation. The authors of Ref. [30] combine predictions of the lattice QCD for the rare decay form factors at low recoil with form factor relations in heavy quark effective theory. We see that theoretical approaches give close values in this q 2 range. The measured branching fraction Br and longitudinal polarization F L are somewhat higher than theoretical predictions, but agree with them within 2σ. The measured hadron forward-backward asymmetry A h F B agrees well with predictions, while the experimental lepton forward-backward asymmetry A ℓ F B has significantly lower absolute value. In Tables VII-XI we present the comparison of our predictions with lattice results [19] and experimental data [6] for the differential branching fractions Br/dq 2 , forward-backward asymmetries A [2, 4] 0.003 0.010 −0.0169(99) [4, 6] 0.039 0.045 0.021(13) [6, 8] 0.068 0.072 0.053(13) [15, 20] 0.145 0.129 0.1398(43) The exclusive rare radiative decay rate Λ b → Λγ for the emission of a real photon (k 2 = 0) is given by
Substituting the calculated values of the form factors f
(0) we get the prediction for the branching fraction which is given in Table XII . In this table we also give other theoretical values [20, 26, 29, 31, 32] and the experimental upper limit. Our result is consistent with the values from Refs. [26, 31] , but about a factor of 2 larger than the prediction of the covariant constituent quark model [20] . The result of the light-cone QCD sum rule study [29] is about an order of magnitude lower, while the value obtained within three-point QCD sum rules in the heavy quark limit [32] is more than a factor 3 larger than other theoretical predictions. Thus the measurement of the rare radiative Λ b → Λγ decay branching fractions can discriminate between different approaches to the form factor calculations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The form factors of the rare Λ b → Λ baryon transitions were obtained in the framework of the relativistic quark model. Relativistic quark-diquark picture of baryons was employed. The decay form factors are expressed through the overlap integrals of the baryon wave functions. The obtained expressions take into account all relativistic effects including the transformation of the baryon wave functions from rest to the moving reference frame as well as relativistic contributions of the intermediate negative energy states. The momentum transfer squared dependence of the form factors is explicitly determined in the whole accessible kinematical range without extrapolations and additional model assumptions. The analytic expressions for the form factors which approximate numerical results with high accuracy are given in Eq. (11) . Such an approach significantly improves the accuracy of theoretical predictions since most of the previous calculations determine form factors in a single kinematical point or in the limited kinematical range and then require assumptions on the form factor q 2 dependence or extrapolations to the whole q 2 range. The branching fractions, various forward-backward asymmetries and polarization fractions for the rare semileptonic Λ b → Λl + l − decays were calculated in the framework of the standard model using the obtained form factors. Calculations were performed both with and without long-distance contributions to the effective Wilson coefficient c ef f 7
arising from the account of resonances corresponding to charmonium states. Detailed comparison of the obtained predictions with previous quark model, light-cone QCD sum rules and lattice calculations as well as experimental data for the decay Λ b → Λµ + µ − is given. The calculations of the decay observables are performed for several q 2 bins for which experimental data is available [6] . Good agreement of our predictions with lattice [19] results is found. In general reasonable agreement of the calculated and measured observables of the Λ b → Λµ + µ − decay is achieved, however in some q 2 bins deviations are found to be about 2σ. Therefore additional and more precise measurements are needed for confirming the standard model predictions or revealing possible deviations from them in rare baryon decays. 
Tensor form factors
superscripts (1) and (2) correspond to vertex functions Γ (1) and Γ (2) , S and V correspond to the scalar and vector confining potentials, ǫ d is the diquark energy, 
